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At the time of resurrection...
‘Your hands will speak’
Shri Mataji tells us... ‘So, how to go upward?‘
"All the great Saints, and Incarnations, and Prophets have said
that 'you have to be born again'… Christ has said it… Mohammed Saab has
said 'At the time of resurrection, your hands will speak'… Jung has said
that 'you have to become Collectively Conscious' - and so with Sahaja
Yoga… the Kundalini rises… and takes us to our Yoga. Yoga means that the
Kundalini, the power that is within us, which is of Pure Desire… should
rise… & should meet the Divine… the All Pervading Power… which is doing
all the living work (860224)
The fingers are connected to the different chakras (790616); All
these seven centres are reflected in our fingers and our hands (790720);
Mohammed said that 'your hands will speak', meaning that on your hands,
on your finger tips you will feel your own defects, when the Judgement
Time comes (871023); If the Sahaja Yogis try to do something wrong,
then they know they are doing wrong on their finger tips… or we can ask
them to get out of Sahaja Yoga… but that seems to be the worst
punishment for Sahaja Yogis… they don’t like… why… because they feel
'we are separated from Reality'… all the blessings of the Reality are lost
to them (000423)
Ghee and Butter… can be rubbed onto the fingers and hands, to
soothe them down, because the heat from the other people can make
them dried up (830209)
These fingers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (the 5 fingers - Ed) 6 (the heel of the
palm - Ed) and 7 (the centre of the palm - Ed)… the 7 centres that are
within you, tell you… which one is catching. Mohammed has said… your
hands will tell you… they will speak… at the time of Resurrection your
fingers tell you what is wrong with you… and what is wrong with another
person… and that is Absolute (870500)
cont’d..
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Now when you find that a person has a cancer… on the hands you
find that all these fingers (all fingers of left hand - Ed) are burning…
sometimes even these fingers (fingers on both the hands - Ed) start
burning. If you put your hands toward a person who is suffering from
cancer, all your fingers start burning (left and right hands - Ed)… and you
start burning here and here (indicating the area on the outer part of the
palms, at the base of all fingers, on both left and right hands - Ed). Also
you may start feeling a throbbing here (indicating the solar plexus area Ed)… of course throbbing doesn’t mean that a person has cancer, but it's
one of the symptoms (821008)
At the time of your Kiyama [pron: Keeyama] … your hands will
speak… at the time of Kiyama… not the Kayama… these 2 words are
confused in the minds of people… many people do not understand the
difference. One is when the Resurrection Time comes in… Kiyama… and
the other is when your destruction comes in… Kayama (000423)
Kiyama - The name in the Koran, for the 'Resurrection Time', also
known as the 'Last Judgement' in the Bible (MME; 000902); The
Judgement Time (871023), described by Mohammed, who said 'at the
time of Kiyama [pron: Keeyama] the Last Judgement… your hands will
speak', 'your hands will give witness against you', meaning that on your
finger tips, you will feel your own defects… (871023; 821008; 980705)
The few words at the start of each chapter, which are not
understood, are Bija mantras (830202); In the Koran it is written… that
Mohammed said… 'at the time of Kiyama, the Last Judgement, your hands
will speak' (830129; 980705)… which is the 'Time of Resurrection' in the
Koran, and the 'Last Judgement' in the Bible (821008); In a chapter
called 'SY' it says… 'you will not recognise the one who He will send… you
will not believe' (891203)"

- Jai Shri Mataji cont’d..
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Tape References
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins
000423
000902
790616
790720
821008
830129

Easter Puja, Istanbul, Turkey Quality: good … c. 60 mins
Press Conference, Genova Quality: poor … c. 0 mins
Dr Johnson House, Birmingham Quality: not good … c. 55 mins
Cardiff Public Program Quality: good … c. 30 mins
We don't have to suffer, Northampton.mp3
Swadisthan Chakra – Delhi. Qual: good c. 70 mins
(previously was: "False Gurus, & Conditionings")
830202 Vishuddhi Chakra - Delhi (+ Q&A: 5 mins) Quality: good c. 80 mins
19830209 Problems of Left, Right and Centre - Bombay Qual: good c.65mins
860224 Delhi University Address.mp3
871023 Press Interview, Rotary Club, Piacenza, Milan + 871023 Xavier's Flat
980705 Royal Albert Hall 1998 Quality: good c. 50 mins
MME = Meta Modern Era, by Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi

- Jai Shri Mataji -

Laerning to trust the Vibrations in our Hands to Links to...
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